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.209 3–.209 9 Specific continents, countries, localities

Class here individual tales, collections of tales, lore on a specific topic
from a specific continent, country, locality; collections of tales and
lore from a specific continent, country, locality; works consisting
equally of the tales and lore and criticism of them

Unless other instructions are given in the add table below, observe the
following table of preference, e.g., periodicals of statistics 0021 (not
005):

Tales and lore on a specific topic 01–08
Forecasting and forecasts 001
Museums, collections, exhibits 0074
Collecting folk literature 0075
Illustrations 0022
Statistics 0021
Serial publications 005

Add to base number 398.209 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., folk
literature of France 398.20944; then add further as follows (not as
instructed under notation 093–099 from Table 1):

0074 Museums, collections, exhibits
Class here exhibitions, fairs, festivals; catalogs,
lists regardless of whether or not articles
are offered for sale; guidebooks, history and
description
Add to 0074 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g.,
museums in Germany 007443

01–08 Tales and lore on a specific topic
Class here literary criticism
Add to 0 the numbers following 398.2 in
398.21–398.28, e.g., animal tales 045
Class comprehensive works in the base number
for the specific continent, country, locality in
398.2093–398.2099. Class comprehensive works on
history and criticism of a specific topic with the topic
in 398.3–398.4, e.g., history and criticism of tales and
lore about witches 398.45

See Manual at 398.2 vs. 398.3–398.4
0901–0905 Historical periods

Class here literary criticism
Add to 090 the numbers following —090 in
notation 0901–0905 from Table 1, e.g., folk
literature of Middle Ages 0902

091 Areas, regions, places in general
Add to 091 the numbers following —1 in notation
11–19 from Table 2, e.g., folk literature of urban
regions 091732
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.209 3–.209 9 Specific continents, countries, localities
093–099 Specific continents, countries, localities

Add to 09 notation 3–9 from Table 2, e.g., folk
literature of United States 0973
Use to add notation for a specific continent,
country, locality when first area notation is used
to specify area of origin of the tales and lore,
while second one identifies area in which the tales
and lore are discussed or modified, e.g., French
tales 398.20944, Haitian version of French tales
398.20944097294

(Option: Class individual tales, collections of tales, lore on a specific
topic from a specific continent, country, locality in 398.21–398.28)


